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I think LS. is bullshit I
would get more satisfaction
from playing with toe lint,
--senior English major
Admissions evaluates SAT
requirements.
--page 3
Is LS. worth it? Check out
these pro and con LS. edi-
torials to see where you
stand in the Wooster
debate.
--page 4
I'll iUtiilfri'f.
Catch up with our three
featured students and their
completed LS. projects.
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Newspaper
Graduation
'60 Minutes 'per-
sonality Andy
Rooney to give
commencement
address
Lauren Kulchawik
Associate Editor
The Class of 2001 will cele-
brate its passage from Wooster
with the reflections of
Commencement speaker Andy
Rooney, renowned television
performer and columnist, on
May 14 at 10 a.m.
Rooney is familiar with the
College because a member of
the graduating class, Justin
Fishel 01, is Rooney's grand-
son. The campus connection,
as well as Rooney's charisma,
prompted President R. Stanton
Hales to invite Rooney as
keynote speaker.
College spokesman Jeff
Hanna said "In past years, we
have often tried to locate a
Tennis yields parking
Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Demolition of the Andrews
tennis courts last week is part of a
parking plan set to include 145
new spaces, a gated lot and new
parking rules and regulations.
Vice President for Finance and
Business Bob Walton said
Tuesday that the Andrews tennis
court lot should yield 45 new
spaces, while the lots off Wayne
Avenue should yield 100. The
tentative start date for testing the
Taylor lot for gated access is late
April.
Walton said the College is
researching a variety of methods
for addressing parking issues. "In
general, there is no magic bullet
for solving parking problems," he
said.
Walton met early this week
speaker set
speaker who has some direct
ties to a graduating senior.
That has not always been pos-
sible, but we did have, several
years in a row, parents as our
speakers."
"The goal is to have a
speech that is memorable for
the students and their par-
ents," Hanna said.
Rooney's speech is likely to
be memorable due to his years
of experience in the public
eye. He has received three
Emmy awards for his regular
feature. "A Few Minutes with
Andy Rooney," which has
aired on the CBS news pro-
gram "60 Minutes" since
1978. He has also won the
Writers Guild Award for Best
Script of the Year six timet,
the highest amount awarded to
a single writer. One of hi
scripts for CBS's 1968 series
"Of Black America" won him
his first Emmy Award.
Neither Hanna nor Fishel
see Rooney on page 2
with City of Wooster officials
about adding parking to the south
side of campus, as well as with
the Wooster Assistant Fire Chief
about fire lane policies. '
Director of Security Joe Kirk
has formed a group to discuss
revising parking rules and guide-
lines, especially after the addition
of spaces. The group meets every
Tuesday.
The next weeks will also see a'
Campus Council recommenda-
tion on parking policies. Council
conducted a parking survey of
staff and faculty. College neigh-
bors and students, and the group
will develop its suggestions based
on that data.
Based on the Council surveys,
the two --major problems per-
ceived by College staff and facul-se- e
New Parking on page 3
r7VFWS
Dan Shortr;dce
1 to C
Sz-f- f Writer
Top College officials are pri-
vately discussing whether to drop
the SAT from Wooster's list of
admission requirements, andfac-- :
ulty members and the Trustees;;
may take up the issue in the.,
future, 1 authorities said
Wednesday.
The talks come in the midst of
a national debate about the test's
value in predicting collegiate
achievement. Ma-- y critics have
charged the SAT i.-- . h j against
various minor: :y gr. .:ps and
against students v . o do not
perform well cn standardized
tests.
Associate Vice President
Jeffrey G. II.. a. a s..i J executive .
s'.-'- T members tegan discussing
the SAT after the president of the'
University of C;.hfor-:- a said in a I
' ; . h last month th t the test
s'. - 'J rot 1 1 :i .' --i.s- .sions
t rt.
ry v v :h ; ;." ..t it
rv ' - forr.-,.- . ." I a said.
"But at this moment, there's no
predisposition to do anything dif-
ferent." i
President R. Stanton Hales dis-
cussed the issue with members
. of ; the. faculty-stude- nt
Educational Policy Committee in
,
a meeting Wednesday afier--
noon. and. the Admissions Policy
Committee of the Board . of
Trustees will hear a presentation
, on admissions criteria at its meet-
ing on Friday.
Hanna said the EPC's expected
role will be to set the framework
for such a discussion. He said no
plans have teen drafted or sepa-
rate committee formed to handle
the issws.
gHales said later that small col- -
leges like V.'ooster use the test in
a much different way than larger
institutions like California, mak-
ing any discussion over the SAT
different fa. -- .i those t. ' h place
at other scho, U. lie a- -; tie J
" ' ' 'the test is v ; c c f
grade i - ; . I "
arou. d f : i
"Since v. ;;. c ; .e tit a f ;
admissions process c.hte personal
... the test scores are one compo-
nent of the process - but, I
believe, an important compo-
nent," Hales said. "A standard-
ized test provides a measure
against which secondary school
grades can be compared."
Hales also brought up the
issue at a faculty meeting ear-
lier this month, saying that
many other schools also will
likely launch discussions about
the test's value.
The school currently requires
cither the SAT or its Icss-presti- -:
i. .s cot:-- .: : -- part, the ACT
Woo'.ter s: : , average SAT
scores range from 533 to CGO on-th-e
verb..! cor-pone- nt and from
623 to 653 cn the mathematics
ccrt-pcrter.- t, according to data
cor-p;!e- J by the Office of
Ad. .--io- ns.
Cher admissions criteria I
in : ' .'e rp;- - i essays, p.. r-- 1
I ; a s : ! r ;
2
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Graduate's grandfather set to speak at graduation
continued from page 1
had specific predictions for
the topic of Rooney s
address.
; "Rooney is rarely at a
loss for words," Hanna
said." Mr. Rooney seems
always to have something
important to say even when
humor is his vehicle."
Fishel said, "Although most
people think he spends his
life groaning, he is for the
most part unpredictable and
often shows signs of opti-
mism. When he tries, he
can be very encouraging:
You have to catch him on
the right day."
Fishel's closeness with his
grandfather will likely make
the speech more personally
connected to the students.
Hanna said that when speak-
ers are related to members
of the graduating class,
there is a better chance,
that the speech will be more
"original" and "personal."
"I probably get to see him
more often than most kids get
to see their grandparents,"
Fishel said. "We get along
very well . The only real
conflicts we have ever had
have been about my hair."
When Rooney spoke at
Fishel's high school gradu-
ation in Bethesda, Md., "he
said that he could immedi-
ately tell after meeting
someone if they had been
to college or not," Fishel
said.
Rooney has written,
produced and narrated a
series of broadcasts for
CBS on aspects of
American life, such as "Mr.
Rooney Goes to Washington"
and "Mr. Rooney Goes to ,
Work." He has also writ-
ten television essays
about everyday subjects,
which include the titles
"An Essay on Doors," "An
Essay on Women" and "An
Essay on War." .
Rooney s list of accom-
plishments also includes 12
books. He still writes a col-
umn two days a week for
Tribune Media Services,
which appears in 200
newspapers across ' the
nation, and he has con-
tributed articles to
"Esquire," "Look," "Reader's
Digest," "Harper's," "Playboy"
and "Saturday Review."
Fishel understands Rooney's
public versus personal role.
"His, life is a continuous
combination of both.
Wherever he goes he is in the
public eye, and at times I
know it gives him a lot of sat-
isfaction. However, I've also
seen him try to glue on a fake
beard and mustache to . his
face. He's not very good on
the phone; he always hangs
up when I'm mid-sentenc- e,"
Fishel said.
Rooney
gave the vale--d
i c t o r y
speech at the
University of
Virginia last
May and has
given a com-mencem- ent
address at
his alma
ma t e r ,Colgate
University.
Rooney was
drafted into
the army in
1941. In
February
1943, he
was one of
six corre-sponde- nts
who , flew
American
Author and television producer Courtesy of OPI
Andy Rooney will deliver I.
Wooster's commencement address to graduating
seniors and their families May 14.
on the first
bombing raid on
Germany.
Rooney lives with his wife
Marguerite in RowaytOn,
University of California
President Richard Atkinson
kicked off the controversy in
mid-Februar- y, w hen he recom-
mended that officials not
require students applying to
UC to submit their. SAT I
scores. . He argued that an
increasing emphasis on test-preparati- on
programs and skills
is detrimental to mastering aca-
demic subjects.
"Applicants for higher educa-
tion should be assessed on the
basis of their achievements in
high school, in the context of the
opportunities available to them,"
Atkinson said. "Standardized
tests are fair and useful admis-
sions tools when they assess v- - hat
students have actually learned i:i
school not how they rate cn an
i'.l-d.-fir-
seJ measure of aptitude or
ir.tclh jcn.ee."
The test's defenders say the
SAT is .! A-ay- s i ' : - ;
i: ove :- -ts. TI a Ch ;
Conn. They have four children.
Fishel admires his grandfa-
ther "for his superior work
ethic and devotion to his
family."
cvrrici' 1 assessments
as.d i , . hument in dif--
"Like od.er forms of measure-
ment, the S.vT today's com-
mon yard tick for measuring
academic a'-:'.i:i- es will be
refined as v e L nrn more about
the nature of human abilities,"
said Howard Everson, the
College Board's chief research
sciertl.st.
H. n. v i i oversees market-
ing and c:. Ih e r.-h-Ions- , said he
is persor...':y interested in
launching c" - sions about
otl.er arc as h..e the test plays a
role. -
"I tel'eve v e ah;o should
think u . ..t v. I ..t role scores
!
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'Report9 ranks Woo
Dan Shortridge
. Staff Writer
Wooster has again been placed
in the second tier of national lib-
eral arts colleges by the contro-
versial but influential "U.S. News
& World Report" ranking survey.
The College beat out many
similar schools, including Hiram
and Ohio Wesleyan, but was beat-
en by Oberlin College, Kenyon
College and Denison University,
all three of which placed in the
first tier.
ciate vice president for market-
ing, said the school has been,
included in the magazine's sec-
ond tier for the last five years.
He said though the magazine
does not include specific rankings
within the second, third and
fourth tiers, Wooster officials
have been told the school moved
up six places between 1999 and
2000.
in one 01 me most controversial
'. :
.i r i :vaicguncs, mat ui u.ii ir iniw icp- -
utation," Wooster scored 3.2 out
"
of 5. '
Hanna, who was named to his
new post in the fall, said the rank-
ing system has been criticized by
college administrators for years
because of its subjectivity: the
data is drawn from surveys com-
pleted by other college adminis-
trators. ;
"While individuals here who
send in their rankings might be
personally aware of the quality of
as many as two dozen colleges,
' anything beyond that is pure
guesswork," he said.
Other factors in the ranking
included freshman retention rates
(Wooster: 83 percent), graduation
rates (I percent in iyvy;, class
size (59 percent are under 20 stu-
dents) and alumni giving rate (39
percent).
M 111' . UUgUJill. 0 . . W A
"America's Best Colleges" edi-
tion appeared on newsstands last
week. Hanna said he recently
received queries from the maga-- .
zine's staff preparing for the next
set of rankings, to be issued in --
August.
In a bright spot for College
officials, Wooster did place 29th
on the list of national liberal arts
schools with the most bang for
the buck. The "Best Values" rankr
ing was given to Wooster's
because of its financial aid pro-
gram, which reduced tuition to an
average of $13,530 for the 63 per-
cent of students receiving need-base- d
aid.
As could be expected, the
school also ranks high - ninth
place in the number of interna-
tional students enrolled, at eight
percent Officials have commit-
ted to keep that number hovering
around seven percent under goals
set in 1998 by the Board of
Trustees in the College's Strategic
'
Plan. '
But the school failed to place on
any of the magazine's other charts,
which quantified campus diversi-
ty, debt load after graduation,
acceptance rates and class size.
,' Wooster officials have criti-
cized the magazine's rankings in
the past, saying prospective stu-
dents don't get a full picture of the
school's academic excellence and
of the student experience.
In his 1999 convocation
address, President R. Stanton
Hales said that the numerical cal-
culations "cannot tell the whole
story of a lifetime" and described
the surveys as a "beauty pageant"
"The goals we set are goals with
a time span vastly different from
that of a snapshot," Hales said.
"We know that our measurements
do not tell the --whole story of the
body inside."
Hanna said despite the maga-
zine's tremendous influence
last year, "U.S. News" was named
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-- ty were students parking in
.spaces reserved fur faculty anJ
staff and lax enforcement of
existing policies.
Top faculty and staff sugges-
tions for solutions were prohibit-
ing first-ye- ar student cars and gat-
ing some lots.
Main frustrations for College
neighbors were lack of spaces -- n
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the top guidebook used by
, Wooster's first-ye- ar class other
sources of college information are
becoming popular.
"Beginning with the class
entering last fall, more students
use the Web than use any college
guidebooks," he said. "Even
those who use guidebooks use
them in combination, and do .not --
rely on a single source of
The Writing Center is looking for an intern for the
2001-0- 2 academic year. The intern tutors students
across the curriculum, edits the Year One literary
magazine, and will be an integral part of the
College's New College Writing Tutorial.
If you're a strong writer who likes working with
people, this job is for you.
The nine-mon- th position begins in August
Knowledge of Adobe PageMill or QuarkXPress is
desirable but not required.
Please submit a cover letter and resume to Nancy
Grace, Director of Writing.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:
SGA and Campus Council Elections
are coming up!
Dates to keep in mind ...
April 7 - Deadline for petitions.
April 9 - Informational meeting for all candidates.
April 10 - Presidential debate.
April 17 - Elections! to be held at lunch and din-
ner at Lowry and Kittredge.
For more information, call x6353 or pick up a petition
and info packet at the Lowry Center Information Desk.
Dr. Grc-- Wiles
Wooster Dept. of Geology
presents
Global Warming in Perspective
The open lecture will be held April 10 at 11 a.m.
in the Gault Recital Hall of the Scheide Music Center
The presentation will conclude
the Faculty-at-Larg- e lecture scries.
For information, call 330-263-213- 2.
J
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Letter: Survivor a vision of strength
Wooster student finds inspiration forpersonal goals
March 6,2001
Dear Survivor,
I am writing this letter to you,
while you attend the judicial
board hearing that pertains to your
report of sexual violation, specifi-
cally rape. Some of the things I
am going to say I should have said
to you before the hearing, but I
choose to do it now because I
want to show you th at you have
my full support and I am thinking
about you at this time. I prayed for
you, and I have a candle lit up in
your honor and in the honor of all
victims of rape,
Not knowing the outcome of
the hearing must cause you a lot
of anxiety, but you are not alone in
having these anxious feelings. As
a strong multi-culture-d woman
who is very passionate about rape,
I have made it my lifetime goal -- ,
beginning with my junior thesis
to change people's reactions to
rape, mainly people's attitudes
towards rape victims, and f to .
change public and legal reaction
; To the Editors ; - . : i
Recendy, three of our members
traveled to Washington for the
Student Peace Action Network
Organizing Summit We attended
workshops as part of the weekend,
including a session on domestic
militarization.
One component of America's
increasing militarism is the prison'
industrial complex, or the growth ,
of prisons owned by corporations.
Nearly 25 percent of the world's
prisoners are in correctional facil-
ities run by companies like the .
Corrections Corporation .of j
America. j
As most other business endeav-
ors, these corporations are not j
running prisons as public services,
but as sources of income. Further,
it is in the interest of the CCA, for
example, to send more people to
prison: more people incarcerated
means a greater need for prisons
and increased profits. "
towards rape.
. .
. Contrary to what the American
constitution states and contrary to
popular belief, I advocate that a
person convicted of rape is guilty
until proven innocent
Unfortunately, I have a long way
to go in accomplishing my mission
and reaching my ultimate goals.
We are the products of a society
which openly . condones male
dominance and female subordina-
tion, a society which fosters a rape
culture, in which male sexual
.
aggression and violence against
' women is practiced and encour-
aged. In a rape culture, both men
and women assume that sexual
violence is a fact of life,
"inevitable as death or taxes," and
College of Wooster students are
no exception to this mentality our
culture has forced upon us.
Thus, it is very difficult to think
of and treat rape as a crime of vio-
lence. In a liberal school like ours,
we would hope that a perpetrator
of sexual violence will be repri-
manded to the fullest extent but
we can only hope for the best so
Incarceration j
This issue touches the lives of .
many American college students.
Sodexho Marriott Services, one of
the world's largest food providers
to colleges and universities, is a
leading . investor in the private
prison industry. Its multinational
parent -- : corporation, Sodexho
Alliance, holds a 16.9 percent
stake in the CCA and an 8.8 per-
cent stake in Prison Realty Trust
v These investments implicate
Marriott in the prison industrial
complex and make students who
pay for Marriott food services
accomplices in "the incarceration
of people for the sake of profit"
We were proud to be Wooster
students during this discussion.
While we are concerned about the
issue, we are glad that Marriott
food services are not a part of our
campus community. Say what you .
will about Lowry, but be proud
that our money is supporting
workers, Woogels and the local
Papa John's, not the CCA prison
we must brace ourselves in prepa-
ration for the worst the perpetrator
being excused entirely of his crime.
However, even in the case of
the worst scenario, do not lose
heart Your courage to stand up
against a powerful expression of
traditional attitudes is to be great-
ly admired and commended for
generations to come, so you will
never be a loser.
In your trial, you may only bear
witness to your own personal vio-
lation, but in the bigger context
you will represent all those who
have suffered sexual violence and
to the unborn who are entitled to
live in a violence-fre- e society.
So, I say to you, "You go girl!"
May your strength and
tion to bring justice to your perpe-
trator be an inspiration to other
rape survivors who fear to stand
up against their violators because
of a lack of strength and support .
You have certainly inspired me to
take my mission to another level.
My prayers are with you.
: --Judith Fernandes '01
brprofit
in Youngstown.
,
f,
The College of Wooster must
ask itself many other questions
about its complicity in the injus-
tices of globalization, v .
Do we have investments in
World Bank bonds? Who made
the shoes worn by our athletes,
and under what conditions? Most
likely, changes will need to be
made to increase our economic
responsibility. On this test of
Marriott and the private prison
industry, however, Wooster got
out ofjail free pass Go, collect
200 dollars.
-- Women and men of
' Peace Peace
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I.S. more than just an excercise
When I edited our alumni mag-
azine; Vboskr, I hvestigated the LS.
program's history and talked to hun-
dreds of students and dozens of
faculty veterans about their experi-
ences. In commenting on IS. I've
drawn on that work as well as on
my time in the English department
Howard Lowry, Wooster gradu-
ate and president, proposed LS. as
an aristocratic program conducted
on democratic lines. Professor of
English Emeritus David Moldstad
has written about Lowry's thinking
in Wooster. "Outstanding students
might go on to graduate school, he
reasoned, but average to good stu-
dents might never again have the
chance to work with a single fac-
ulty member on their own scholar-
ly investigation." As our catalogue
remarks, I.S. was designed to give
students the opportunity to develop
"the capacity for extended individ-
ual inquiry and expression."
After the program became part
of the curriculum in 1948, it proved
itself to be more man extra practice in
a discipline's skills. Its vakiecan best
be understood if one sees it as an
experience, not an exercise. In most
Pfn-r- a HAVHnt M
cases, LS. does not arise from a
dusty textbook on a lonely moun-
tain top. Nor is it read by faculty as a
dry duty. Students develop intellec-
tual commitments; often, an I.S.
project springs from intensely per-
sonal concerns.
The advisor becomes a friend,
sometimes, and often someone who
knows intimately the student's
intellectual concerns. The senior
class becomes more than lunch com-
panions; they are colleagues shar-
ing the agonies and ecstasies of
their work. Reading LS. acknowl-edgements.o- ne
glimpses hundreds of
conversations with advisors, with
friends, with the other late-nig- ht lab
freaks, with scholars and experts
off-camp-
us, with waiters and wait-
resses, with strangers at the beach.
Of course LS. is independent
Wooster faculty pride themselves
on their command of helping it to
become and stay sa The best IS. proj-
ects take new turns, and even the
least of them is wholly owned by the
author. But everything else is com-
munal, right through the oral exam.
Crucially, I.S. offers annual evi
dence of the quality of a depart-
ment's academic program. I believe
all departments in the last thirty
years have changed its major's struc-
ture in response to students' needs
demonstrated through LS. Each
project implicidy poses the ques-
tion: After three years of intellec-
tual and emotional development,
what can you do with your mind? .
At least, the program works that
way most of the time. As with any
human enterprise, actual practice
does not always measure up. Shoddy
work sometimes gets by. Not all fac-
ulty members attend to every stu-
dent's needs. It would be foolish to
assert that LS. improves every student.
But the faculty conversations I
hear about LS. suggest the oppo-
site of complacence. My colleagues
are too busy trying to figure out
how to do it right and what "right"
is. The program has never been
static, and its power as a test of
what we do makes it a major force
in keeping Wooster dynamic.
Peter Havholm is a guest
columnist for The Wooster Voice
and a Professor of English.
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LS.: is it worth it? '71
.
At a time in the
academic ysar when Barr Zink
most seniors at The
College of Wooster are fervently
trying to complete their inde pen-
dant study projects, it seems appro-
priate to reflect upon the purpose
and value of our somewhat heroic
efforts. For a few individuals, the
I.S. program has been a rewarding
and fruuful experience. For many
individuals, however, it has been
little more than 20 weeks of frus-
tration and ineffectual efforts.
The "Wooster Adventure in
Education" publication has
described the independent study
program as "a creative venture in
self-discipli- ne and self-discover- y."
The achievement of such a
worthy goal has been thwarted by
numerous factors over the past
few weeks. There seems, for exam-
ple, to be an ever-growi- ng stress
on "the paper" as the sole deter-
mination of the efforts invested in
such a project as well as its worth.
Certainly the final paper is a
reflection of a student's research
amd consequent learning experi-
ences, but it is only a reflection.
There seems to be a lack of
interest on the part of many pro-
fessors in the process involved in
selecting an appropriate and
; viable topic, in compiling a bibli-
ography, and in actually doing
some broad, sample reading to
precede the research and.WAting.
There also seems to be a readiness
to forget the times of conversation
and questioning between students
and faculty members as part of the
final product. One wonders if the
creative dimensions supposedly
stimulated by independent study
are not stifled by excessive con-
cern over the number of spaces
between footnotes.
I have also observed difficulty
arising in the area of topic selec-
tion. There have been instances when
a department or an advisor has
offered little or no help in deter-
mining the desirability and feasi-
bility of a certain subject, a sub-
ject with which a student is obli-
gated to stay for a long period of
time. While I would agree that dis-
cernment in choosing an appropriate
topic is part of the learning process,
I would question the actual value
of the activity in light of 20 weeks
of frustration and ineffectual efforts.
One of the most frequently voiced
dissatisfactions
with I.S. at
Wooster is that
the program is designed, to pro-
duce a watered-dow- n version of a
graduate school thesis, and "if you
are not going to graduate school,
what is the vaiueT A liberally
educated individual would cer-
tainly be expected to possess the
ability to define and explore a
problem, find the resources with
which to attempt to solve it, and
produce some written expression
of the solution. ONE QUARTER
of required independent study for
all students would seem an ade-
quate opportunity for participa-
tion in this phase of liberal educa-
tion. A single quarter of independ-
ent work, with the production of a
scholarly but less then monumental
paper at the conclusion, would
maximize the positive values of
the program and minimize its diffi-culiti- es
and frustrations.
For those students who truly
find I.S. to be a process of creativ-
ity and self-discove- ry as well as
those who see it as preparation for
years in graduate work, further
independant study would be obvi-
ously available. But courses
beyond the first quarter should be ;
elected by the choice of the stu-
dent I feel certain that if the LS.
program were maintained in all
departments many students would
still take advantage of the oppor-
tunity it presents, even without a
three-cour- se requirement.
I.S. should continue to be part
of the academic curriculum. We
must however, seriously reflect
upon its value for all students for
in many instances other programs
are more adequately fulfilling the
original intentions of the I.S.
experience. A minimum require-
ment in I.S. course work com-
bined with the encouragement of
additional I.S. projects should
eventually be the best situation for
all concerned.
The aim of education in fact
the aim of life is to work joy-
fully and to find happiness.
Happiness ... means being inter-
ested in life, or ... responding to
life not just with one's brain but
with one's whole personality."
Erich Frtimm
This editorial was published in
The Voice on Feb. 26. 1971 and
can befound in Sptxial Collections.
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I S.: Independent Study, Intense Stress, Incredible Success
Leila Atassi & Molly McKinney
FeatURES EDITORS ebration of the completion of I.S., we bring you updates on these
three students. We are happy to say that all three turned theirproject in with timefor some celebrating on I.S.
Monday.
Marcie Kasek
Major: Sociology
I.S. Number: 198
When Marcie Kasek last dis-
cussed with us her Independent
Study project, a sociological
examination of the Las Vegas
wedding ritual, she was anxious to
observe the ceremony itself up
close and personal during her trip
to Vegas, scheduled for winter
' break. Now, nearly five months
later, Kasek has been granted her
wish an eight-minu- te long cer-
emony that has become a pinnacle
component of her I.S. research.
"It was literally eight minutes,"
Kasek said, laughing. "There
were no guests, basically just a
minister, photographer, bride,
groom and me. But it was really
-- cool to see, because although it
lasted only eight minutes, they
were dressed very traditionally,
with flowers, a tux and a bridal
gown," she said.
Tcm Jchnccn
l.'ejcr: Archeology
I.S. fmUffibor: 21
Tom Johnson's senior I.S. prob-
ably drew more attention to the
Wooster-owne- d ancient mummy
than she's received since her liv-
ing days in the Egyptian elite. The
mummy, a gift to the College
. from a Presbyterian missionary in
the late 1800s, was the center
focus of Johnson's quest to deter-
mine the motivations and methods
, of mummification in ancient
Egypt.
Johnson's study established the
mummy to date back to 250 B.C.,
100 years older than was original-
ly approximated at the start of the
j project. Although Johnson expe-
rienced success in accomplishing
nearly every original objective of
, his Independent Study, he was
unable to determine the relation-
ship between Wooster's mummy
and mummies owned by two other
institutions. Due West College
Back in the fall, the Voice featured three seniors who picked
interesting and unique topics for their Independent Studies. In cel--
While Kasek originally set out
to determine why couples choose
to marry in Las Vegas, her study
ventured down a different path,
. becoming a content analysis of
websites promoting Vegas wed-
ding chapels.
"It became more of a look at the
marketing approaches of the wed-
ding chapels. I wanted to know .
what makes this option appealing
and what exactly makes up a 'Las
Vegas wedding," Kasek said.
While she admits to having
been intimidated by the lack of
previously published material on
the Vegas wedding ceremony,
Kasek feels that retrospectively,
she found more creative opportu-
nities to apply theory to her origi-
nal analysis.
During her second trip to Las
Vegas in December, Kasek was
amazed when walking the streets,
paying close attention to the over-
whelming presence of the many
eccentric wedding chapels. She
described one that appeared to
and Westminster College.
"The sarcophagus was so badly
damaged from the fire in Old
Main, 1901 that it was impossi-
ble to determine the mummy's lin-
eage. It's charred and burned and
would have to be cleaned to con-
tinue the study," Johnson
explained.
Johnson found the most diffi-
cult task of his study to be his
search for archaeological infor-
mation regarding the daily life of
ancient Egyptian culture.
"The bulk of my cultural
research came mainly from look-
ing at tomb walls and also from
archaeological findings such as
tables, stools, beds and kitchen-ware- ,"
Johnson said.
When asked to describe the
most intriguing element of his
research, Johnson began with a
disclaimer, "This is going to be
gross," he said. "The mummifica-
tion process was by far the most
interesting thing to learn about
how they used to extract the
brains. They would stick the hook
resemble a New England church
house, but included a "drive-u-p
wedding window" where one
could order their ceremony from
the "wedding menu." Kasek also
had the opportunity to visit the
chapel that was the setting for
Ross and Rachel's Vegas wedding
on "Friends."
During the study, Kasek learned
that most people honeymoon in
the city after their Vegas wedding,
and that the choice of the wed-
ding's location is many times a
result of differing religious beliefs
between a couple. However,
Kasek's most surprising observa-
tions came during a walk of
downtown Vegas. '
"It was so strange to see the
chapels all in such close proximi-
ty to one another," she said. "I
took pictures of them all and their
signs. One sign advertising a par-
ticular chapel read, 'Joan Collins
and Michael Jordan were married
here. It made it look like they
Continued on page 7
up the person's nose to scoop the
brain out; but it was too viscous.
So they would mash it up with the
hook and pour out the brain. Then
they shoved gauze up on the end
of the hook to see if it was all out,
letting the fluids pour out on the
embalming table, Johnson
described.
Johnson aspires to one day pur-
sue a career as a museum curator
after obtaining his master's degree
in Archaeology.
"I jnight want to continue
with this subject for my mas-
ter's i thesis," he said.
"Studying the mummy was
really cool, but I was just sad-
dened by the condition she and the
sarcophagus were in. Rodents
had chewed through her body
and part of her foot had fallen
off.
. The display used to be
open to the public and people used
to play with it and wiggle her toe
for good luck."
Toe or no toe, Wooster's
mumrny sure brought luck to this
Independent Study.
Editors: Leila Atassi Molly McKinney
photo by James Allardice
Seniors Marcie Kasek, Tom Johnson and Lynn Switzer flash
their I.S. "serial numbers. "
Lynn Switzer
Major:
Communications,
Sciences end
Disorders
I.S. Number: 172
Lynn Switzer is relieved to be
done with her I.S. But she is well
aware that it is not over yet Her
topic, the study of assistance dogs
and assistance dog training,
proved to be interesting enough to
sustain her throughout the many
weeks of the project When the
Voice last spoke with Switzer, she
had completed the' literature
review section of her project and
was ready to embark on data col-
lection.
With any I.S., problems will
arise. Switzer summarized hers:
"I feared not coming into con-
tact with the right people, which
definitely happened. I also did-
n't get the numbers that I want-
ed in terms of people," Switzer
said.-'- -
She also experienced a prob-
lem of a different kind, one that
left her-witho- ut a car for the final
weeks of I.S. "Upon traveling
back from a long, tiring, drawn- - .
out weekend of interviews at
seven a.m., I hit a patch of ice
and had an accident in which
my- - car became un-drivabl- e,"
Switzer said.
"So I had to finish my LS.
...
6
process without a car." She also
experienced problems with her
tape recorder, which made tran-
scribing the interviews more diffi-
cult than expected.
But Switzer also had good
experiences with her I.S. One
such memorable situation came
during an interview with an assis-
tance dog owner. "One individual
that I interviewed was blind, and
he allowed me to work his dog so
.
I got first-han- d experience using
the dog as though I were blind,"
. Switzer said. "It was interesting
to see what my interviewees
were talking about I could expe-
rience."
In retrospect, Switzer has
learned much from her, I.S. that
enables her to give advice to
future students.
"As far as the process goes, get
as much done as you can first
semester," Switzer said, adding
that being honest with yourself
and your advisor is crucial to the
process.
Switzer recently accepted a job
with Aim for the Handicapped,
Inc. in Dayton, Ohio, where she
will
.
be performing movement
therapy with handicapped indi-
viduals. She eventually wants to
attend graduate school.
"I feel a sense of relief that
it's turned in, but a little over-
whelmed with , orals fast
approaching and the corrections
yet to do." :
Continued on page 7
Chief Staff Writer
Students at The College of
Wooster have a long history of
winning prestigious awards.
Joining their ranks as a 2001-200- 2
Thomas J. Watson Fellow is
Christopher Brubaker '01, who
will journey tb England, Japan,
.
Australia and Norway studying
"The Art of the Euphonium in
British Brass Bands."
The euphonium is a brass
instrument similar to a tuba.
Brubaker, who is in the Scot Band
and the Wooster Brass Ensemble,
has played the euphonium for 1 1
years. He discovered the instru-
ment in fifth grade, when his
father was teaching in England as
part of a Fulbright exchange pro-
gram. Brubaker and his brother,
Daniel Brubaker 03, were sent to
boarding school during their time
in England. It was at this boarding
school that Brubaker found his
musical calling.
"We got to try different instru-
ments and the only one I could
make a sound on any kind of
sound - was the euphonium, and
so that's what I asked for when we
got back to America.," Brubaker
said.
Brubaker is interested in the
euphonium's role in the music of
British-styl- e brass bands in vari-
ous countries around the world.
British-styl- e brass bands are dis- -
Switzer continued from page 6
', As for the impact her I.S. had
on her future, Switzer did gain
some inspiration from her work
with assistance dogs. "It gave
me some insight into a field that
I had not previously thought
about working in," Switzer
said. "I may find myself
wanting to train assistance
dogs someday."
Kasek continued from page 6
were married to each other," she
said, laughing.
Following graduation,
Kasek will be spending a
year in Columbus with an
Americorps program called
"City Year." She then aspires to
tinguished by their instrumenta-
tion which, according to
Brubaker, does not include wood-
winds or French horns and the
type of music they play. The
instrumentation "gives the band a
very characteristic sound and very
characteristic music ... the eupho-
nium fits into that very well," he
'
said. '.;
Brubaker noted that, while the
countries he will visit may have
adapted the music to their own
cultural tastes. "Interestingly ... it
seems like a lot of these countries
try to mimic the British style," he
said, adopting the same music
and in some cases, uniforms. This
music, primarily written for brass
and coming out of the tradition of
.Salvation Army-styl- e bands,
"tends to be really pretty and
sweet ... or. really modern and
technically challenging,"
Brubaker said
When Brubaker first heard
about the Watson, he "didn't real-
ly have a topic." But as he began
to seriously consider applying for
the fellowship, he looked for
something that he wanted to spend
an entire year studying"I decided
what I wanted to do for a while
year was the euphonium and brass
bands something that really fit
me well," he said. 1
The list of 2001-200- 2 Watson
Fellows was published on the
Foundation's web site on March
19. Brubaker now faces the chal- -
Website! of
THE WEkK
www.nakednevvs.com
Log on to the Naked News
site and be treated to the daily
news, sport, weather and
entertainment updates, all
delievered by broadcasters
who strip while they talk.
Gives a whole new meaning
to "in-dep- th reporting. "
attend law school.
For now however, Kasek is
just relishing the completion
of her Independent Study,
198,
"Luckily, I had a really great
advisor," she said. 'Together we"
beat the I.S. gods that were
working against me."
lenge of preparing for a year
abroad. He will leave for England
sometime between mid-Jul- y and
the end of August and will not set
foot on American soil for a year.
In the intervening time, he has to
figure out the logistics of his trav-
els, from places to stay to know-
ing what to bring with himand,
he added. "Preparing myself men-
tally for the year abroad is part of
it, too."
The Thomas J. Watson
Foundation gives its Fellows
$22,000 to travel the world in pur-
suit of a specific topic; one of its
few requirements is that Watson
Fellows do not return to their
home country during the entire
year of travel. Brubaker is one of
60 winners, chosen out of a pool
of 200 finalists. Each of the 60
participating colleges can nomi-
nate ; four finalists for the
Fellowship. In the last six years,
seven Wooster students, including
Dan barling '99, David Cooper
'99 and Emily Welty '00 have
traveled the world in pursuit of
their personal passions, supported
by the Watson Fellowship.
Brubaker is excited about follow-
ing in their footsteps.
"I'm looking forward to every-
thing the fellowship has to offer,"
Brubaker said. "It's really an
opportunity totally unlike any
other," he said. "A chance to real-
ize a dream you've had for a large
part of your life."
Wooster
Survivors!
Have you ever had to
battle the elements to
survive? .;.
Been in an adventure-ou- s
situation that called
upon your survival skills?
Tell us your story!
Call Leila or Molly at
the Voice
x2598
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Watson takes Brubaker abroad Remember Monday?
Jill Treftz
Not many of us do. '
President Stan Hales and Jacob Johnson '01 celebrate the com-
pletion. of I.S. with a beer in the Underground on Monday night.
iv-t--Y"-
'i VJJ. . Y, t :JMrif iC'"'
Matt Frank '01 seals his I.S.
Merritt'01.
f '
Aaron Luebbe '01. What more
triumph with a kiss for Angie
;N-- 'V'
0
can we say?
photos by Jambs Allardice
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Editor: David Powell
WGF bringing Caedmon's Call to rock The Underground
Katie Harrison
Staff Writer
Caedmon's Call, a seven-memb- er
Christian contemporary band,
will be calling at Wooster this
weekend. In recent years, the band
has grown in popularity, especial-
ly in the alternative Christian rock
,jicene.
Lead vocalists Ciff and Danielle
Young highlight the group. The
band's newest member is 'organ
. player Josh Miller. Miller attends
high school and is responsible for
the band's!. latest innovations in
performance such as the debut of
the banjo and trashcans in concert.
It was important to the Wooster
Christian Fellowship sponsoring
committee that the group appeal
to a large portion of the campus
population as well. "They are a
Christian band, but they have a
fairly large secular following as
welL so we felt the band would
provide a universal appeal on
campus, Caedmon's Call com-
mittee member Michael Ludwig
'02 said.
.... . .
The band recently completed a
40-ci- ty tour promoting their third
album "Long Line of Leavers.
Favorite songs
of Caedmon's
Call fans
include "Lead of
Love," "Hope to
Carry On,"
"Coming
Home" and
"Shifting Sand."
T h e
Committee in
charge of the
concert picked
the band for sev-
eral
,
reasons.
"They ' are a
band that is big
on touring col-
lege campuses,"
Ludwig said.
"SAB was
recruiting them
for a concert
several years - "
ago, so a connection was already
established between the band and
the college."
i
i
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The Wooster Chorus
V THE COMING HOME CONCERT
GAULT RECITAL HALL
SCHEIDE MUSIC CENTER
FRIDAY.
MARCH 30
8:15 P.M. TICKETS REQUIRED
I
"'Shifting Sand' is one of my
favorites because the female vocal-
ist has a good voice and the lyrics
I ,.
'
',' -- "Jmm .
.
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- 'w
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Caedmon's Call, a well-know- n contemporary Christian band, will be on campus next
Saturday. . . ' ' :' .- - v . '
are very poetic," Ludwig said. r
The band's song Thankful"
has also received a Dove Award
75 cents
Nomination , for Modern ly excited to see how it turns out,"
RockAlternative song of the committee member Katy
year. Mikelman '04 said.
Ticket sales have been
Committee members anticipate
a good concert "I think the con-
cert will be a lot of fun; I'm real--
March 30
Talent Show
Lowry Main Lounge
9 p.m.
productive as well.
According to Ludwig, about,
1,000 of the 1,400 available
tickets have been sold with,
the majority of tickets going-In- g
to off-camp-us buyers.
Five dollars will buy stu- - '
dents rickets to see the con-
temporary Christian
acoustic folk rock band on
Friday April 6 at 8 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel.
Tickets can be purchased
online at www.itickets.com
or at www.christianhappen-ings.co- m
as well as on cam-
pus in Lowry Center at the
information desk. Tickets
for students of the" College
are $5 while tickets for the
public are $10.
Campus groups
" Fellowship of Christian
Athletes and Wooster Christian
Fellowship are the concert's two
biggest sponsors.
2 Shade
March 31
10 p.m. 1 a.m.
The College Underground
March 30
... Friday Film Series
"Three Kings"
Mateer Aud. 7:30 p.m.
March 31
Saturday Film Series
"Charlie's Angels"
Mateer Aud. 8:30 p.m. $1
Dave Matthews Band's style changes; quality doesn't
David Powell
A&E EprroR
When the first single of Dave
Matthews Band's new album
"Everyday" hit the radio, loyal
fans were disappointed. The elec-
tronic and poppy sound of "I Did
It" didn't quite do it for them.
The rumor began Dave had
"
sold out.
Anyone who has listened to the
entire album knows this is not
true. The rumor was no doubt
started by the numerous members
of our generation who sit eagerly
on the edges of their seats waiting
to pounce with great cynicism at
the first whiff of a potential target
even if it is one of their own
generation's greatest rock icons.
Instead Dave Matthews Band's
"Everyday" provides a great and
needed relief to the continual bar-
rage of no-tale- nt garbage of the
new millennium's everyday radio
waves. The only relief from that
barrage in recent months has been
Beg inning Fr iday at
- established musicians who have
continually delivered over the
years, such as recent albums by
U2
.
and Radiohead. Dave
Matthews Band, never a disap-
pointment, joins their ranks.
, Like many rumors, however,
there is a hint of truth in its ori-
gins. "Everyday" is certainly
more poppy and alternative than
the band's traditional sound, rely-
ing more heavily on the electric
guitar. The songs sound busy,
crunched and .formulaic as
opposed to the open, drawn-ou- t,
crisp and laid-bac- k sound of past
albums. A very different Dave
. Matthews has emerged.
Enough elements of Matthews'
unique style persist to identify it
immediately and indisputably as a
Dave Matthews Band original.
The famous and unusually poetic
quality of Matthews lyrics has
not changed. The signature use of
violins, horns, congas and bongos
to accent the music remains,
thankfully, intact
Cinemark
Movies-1-0
Down to Earth (PG-1- 3) (1:20,
Hannibal (R) 9:40
Heartbreakers(PG-13- ) C (1:10)
The Mexican (R) ; (1:35)
Enemy of the Gates (R) (1:05)
Exit Wounds (R) . (1:45)
See Spot Run (PG) (1:25)
Say it Isn't So (R) (1:40)
Tomcats (R) (1 .00,
Spy Kids (PG) (1:15)
Someone Like Yoq (PG-1- 3) (1:30)
3:20)5:30,7:40,9:55
4:00,7:00,9:50
4:45,7:30, 10:15
4:05,7:05, 10:00
4:20,7:25,9:45
4:55, 7:20
4:40, 7:10,9:30
3:05) 5:25, 7:45,10:00
4:50, 7:15..9:35
5:05, 7:30, 10:05
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call 345-875- 5
The hurried quality of the
album, its single major flaw, sub-
tracts greatly from the band's
well-know- n song structure. The
songs end abruptly compared to
the classic prolonged death of
other Matthews tunes. In addition,
no room has been left fgr Dave's
long guitar solos a highly
4 missed commodity.
Carlos Santana is a welcomed
guest guitarist on "Mother
Father." The song is one of the-mos- t
' traditional: of Dave
Matthews' style on the album,
and one of its best. The song is
the cry of the child to his parents,
asking why the world is "so bitter
and still so sweet; so beautiful and
yet so full of sad sad."
The song is produced beautiful-
ly, with its style almost visually
acting out the song. Santana's
inventive guitar style seems to
play like a child in the back-
ground while Matthews fatherly
voice pushes the song forward.
The exotic natures of both musi-
cians' creations are magnified
when they are brought together.
Matthews and Santana teamed
up to produce one of the best
songs off Santana's recent
"Supernatural" album, "Love of
My life." Matthews and Santana
reportedly greatly enjoy working
.
together, and this second compila-
tion seems likely (and hopefully)
to be the second installment in a
series of cooperative works.
"So Right" also echoes the
-
.v L
photx) courtesy of Dave Matthews Band's "everyday"
Cover of'Dave Matthews Band's new album "Everyday,"
released March 6, with Leroi Moore, Boyd Tinsely, Stefan
Lessard, Dave Matthews and Carter Beauford (left to right).
sound of past Dave albums more
than others, using reminiscent
vocal inflections with the sound
of Matthews voice seeming to
flow like a river, lined with clas-
sic saxophone playing by Leroi
Moore.
.
Besides, ironically, the first sin-
gle off toe album, "I Did It," there
is not a bad song on the album,
with "Fool to Think" and
"Dreams of Fathers" joining "So
Right" and "Mother . Father"
among the best.
The album grows on the listen-
er; after hearing it a few times the
changes in the band's style fade
away, and it lies inconspicuously
on the CD racks next to "Under
the Table and Dreaming,"
"Crash" and "Before these
Crowded Streets."
Jj"aR:L:rt3 Russell Crowo
r Czi rict'jro . wn,-,d:- nr
C: :t.c:;sc3 Best Actor
"Crcucng Tir, Hidden Dragon"
" Cost Foreign Film
Bob Dylan . Steven Soderbergh Cameron Crowe
for for for
Things Have Changed" Traffic" "Almost Famous"
in "Wonder Boys" Best Director Best Original
Best Original Song Screenplay
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Scot softball open home season with sweep q
Erica BarnhillSports Editor
In its second year back as a full
varsity sport, the Wooster softball
program isn't out to win the
NCAC they just want to con-
tinue laying the foundation for a
solid program. Coming off a 6-1- 7
season last year (2-1- 1 NCAC), the
Scots are looking to field a com-
petitive team and build a legacy
for future teams. After a slow
start, Wooster's record stands at at
over .500 (4-- 7) so far this season
only two fewer wins than they
had all last year and the Scots
Golf-gear-
s up for spring
Josh Pantesco
Staff Writer
With a tournament rainout
behind them and a four days of
golf ahead of them, the Wooster
golf team is looking for a solid
season. "We have a lot of poten-
tial, but we can be inconsistent
We'll do just fine if we can just
play solid rounds of golf in prac-
tice, because that will carry onto
the tournaments," said Graham
Binder '03.
Last week on spring break, the
golf team was in Daytona, where
they were able to place ninth out
of 13 teams in the Embry-Ridd- le
Golf Classic, despite a rainout that
prevented them from playing the
course they had been practicing
on. Senior Nick Balken, who was
look to be on-tra- ck to accomplish
this goal.
- Things weren't looking as
good, though, at the beginning of
the season. The Scots started off
0-- 3 before getting their first victo-
ry on March 14 against SUNY-Cortlan- d.
SUNY was only three
outs away from a 2--0 victory
before two Red Dragon errors sent
the Scots on a rally that scored
two unearned runs in the top of
the seventh. SUNY couldn't
recover in" the bottom of the
frame, and the game went into
extra innings.
Wooster then scored another
a all-NC- AC golfer last year, card-
ed a 76 to place 22nd, pacing the
r Fighting Scots.
; Looking ahead, the Scots have a
,12 team tournament today and
Friday in Zanesville for the
; Muskingum College Spring
Invitational.
With conference rivals'
Wittenberg and Kenyon also in
contention, it should, be a good
match. Wooster will also travel to
Delaware, Ohio, for the 16-tea- m
Strimer Invitational
The team did well in the fall
season, gaining two fifth-pla- ce
finishes in tournaments of 10 and
1 1 teams, respectively.
The golf team wraps up their
season on April 27-2- 8 for the
NCAC Championship. .
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unearned run in the top of the
eighth and Angie Barone '04 iced
the victory for the Scots. Barone
threw a five-hitt- er and struck out
six in the first win of her college
'
career.
Offensively, Wooster was led
by second baseman Brianne
Diorio '04, who was two of three.
She was followed closely by cen-
ter fielder Lindsay Vargo '04, who
smacked a double.-- '
The Scots were winless for
three more games before celebrat-
ing their homecoming from
Florida by splitting a doublehead-e- r
with Grove City on March 20.
The Scots dropped the first game
3-- 5 before coming back to win the
nightcap in a 2-- 0 shutout. Barone
once again led the way for the
Scots, hurling a one-hitt- er and
striking out seven. The Scots two
runs came from Christy Shadle
04 (off a Vargo RBI) and Diorio,
who tacked on some insurance in
the sixth. .
Yesterday's doubleheader
sweep of John Carroll gave the
Scots a big boost, doubling their
season win total in one day.
Borone leads the Scots' offense,
as well, posting a .357 batting
average and a .429 slugging per--
Bballfinishes; players honored
Chris Powers
' Viewpoints Editor
Often lost in the hoopla 'of
March Madness - the Division I
men's basketball tournament - are
the postseason tournaments of the
smaller divisions. As such, it may
have escaped public attention that
there was a Division III national
tournament that took place, and
more importantly, that Wooster
was in it.
In fact, Wooster received a first-rou- nd
bye and then, hosted
Carthage College (Wise) in the sec-
ond round back on March 3. The
Redmen and the Scots were both
highly ranked in national polls, so
a close game was expected.
Early on, it didn't look like that
would be the case, as Carthage
jumped out to a quick 14-- 4 advan-
tage. However, the Scots clawed
back to cut it to three before the
Redmen ended the half on an 18- -
f
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Nell Scheiber '04 pitches to a
centage. Barone also leads the
team with a .438 on-ba-se percent-
age '
She is followed closely by
Kady Krivos '02, who has
5 run to go into the break leading
"46-3- 2.
.
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'
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; Carthage increased its lead to
18 points before Wooster mounted
another comeback. The Scots
fought like warrior poets, cutting
the lead back down to six before
eventually falling 88-8- 0.
Bryan Nelson '03 scored 28
points- - and pulled down 14
rebounds, and Steve Thompson
01, playing in his final game,
nailed five three-pointe- rs en route
to his 18 points. Matt Smith '03
chipped in 13 points. Nate
Gaubatz '01 also set a school
record by appearing in his 114th
career game.
Despite all these solid efforts,
the athleticism of the Carthage
players was Wooster's undoing.
Their major nemesis was
Carthage point guard Greg
Ktistou, who poured in 31 points,
including six treys.. Rob Games
added 18 points and 12 boards for
fjcu
Photo by James Aulardice
JCU player yesterday.
knocked in a team-leadi- ng five
RBIs and two doubles.
This weekend, the Scots will
host LaRoche College for a dou-
bleheader. .
the winners. ;
Carthage eventually advanced
to the final eight before losing 66-6- 4
to Ohio Northern. Catholic
University won the championship,
defeating William Paterson
University in the final, 76-6- 2. :
Even though the Scots season
ended in a disappointment, there
was some good news. Last week,
two Wooster players were named
to the All-Gre- at Lakes Region
team. Antwyan Reynolds '02,
who averaged .15.9 points, 4.7
assists and 2.7 steals while shoot-
ing over 41 percent from three-poi- nt
range, was given, first team
honors.
Nelson, the MVP of the NCAC
Tourney, was named to the
; region's second team as he aver-
aged 173 points, the most for a
Scot since Steve Moore has been
head coach, and 9.3 rebounds
while shooting 59 percent from
the floor.
AL
Tennis strong in south
Ogg '07 follows through in a
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Appearances can be deceiving.
The Wooster men's tennis team
record, standing at 2-- 4 heading
into today's match with Ohio
Northern, is probably better than
the numbers indicate.
The Scots lost the first three of
their matches over spring break,
two of which were against highly
ranked teams. On March 10,
Wooster fell to Washington and
Lee 5-- 2. Nilesh Saldanha '04 and
Rob Ogg '01 posted the Scots
lone victories at the one and two
singles spots. Saldanha outlasted "
Rhys James 6-- 3, 6-- 7, 6-- 1, while
Ogg came .back from a first set
lost to win 3-- 6, 6-- 3, 6--2.
Against two of the premier
teams in Division HI, the Scots
struggled, winning only one point
in two matches. The Scots fell 6--1
to Georgetown College on
March 13. Wooster won the dou-
bles point but failed to make a
mark against the Tigers in singles.
Clint Bailey, at the number six
singles spot, won the only set for
Wooster all day in singles. And
oh March 17 the University of the
South swept the Scots.
Before leaving Hilton Head, the
Scots were able to post a victory,
sweeping Illinois Wesleyan on
March 21. The Scots won all six
singles matches in straight sets. .
In doubles, Ogg and Jake Sintich
FILE PHOTO
match last year.
02 improved their record to 4-- 0
with an 8-- 2 win at the number one
doubles spot .
The Scots will look to improve
upon their 2--4 record this after-
noon when they play the Polar
Bears in Ada. Wooster easily beat
Ohio Northern last season and
should have no problem repeating.
Meanwhile, the women's team split
their spring break matches, winning
against Agnes Scott and California
University of Pennsylvania and drop-
ping contests to the University of
Charleston and Calvin.
The Scots lost their first Hilton Head
contest, falling 8-- 1 to the University of
Charleston. Wooster's lone point
came from Ashley Rsner '01, who had
a 6--3, 6-- 3 win at number four singles.
Wooster would bounce back in
their next game, though, taking
five of six singles matches en
route to a 6--3 win. Sarah Strickler
'01 was victorious at number one
singles with a score of 6-- 2, 6--2.
The Scots next victory, a 6-- 3 win
over Agnes Scott College, was spurred
by singles wins as weH After losing
the number one singles spot, Wooster
bounced back to win four of the next
five singles matches and two of three
doubles matches to seal die victory.
After dropping a match 6-- 3 in
NCAC action to Ohio Wesleyan,
the Scots will next play host to
Baldwin-Walla- ce College in a
three-gam- e homestand that begins
tomorrow.
The team's record stands at 3-- 3.
Sar.ah Strickler
Staff Wkitlr
The Wooster track and field
teams spent spring break in
Tallahassee, Florida, where they
competed at the Florida Slate
relays along w ith athletes from
56 clubs and colleges.
Justina Williams '01 had tlie
most impressive Wooster i"ni.,h,
leaping 18'05.25" to win the
long jump, an evert f r v.. 'Si
she also went to the NCAA
Indoor Tra-- k a- - .! i . ' !
Ch
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Men's LAX
Ben Mitchell
Sports Editor
The men's lacrosse team
returned from their annual spring
break trip in New Port Richey,
Fla., with an 0--3 mark. The team
fell to Goucher College, SUNY-Genes- eo
and Colby College
between March 18 and March 25.
The Scots struggled offensively
and defensively as they were
outscored 61-1- 7 during the three
games.
Yesterday Wooster's problems
continued as the team traveled to
St Vincent College and lost 16-- 6.
This team has a lot of fresh-
men trying to learn a new system
and make the adjustment from
high school to the college game,
said Jeff Thomas '01.
On March 20, Wooster dropped
its season opener by a 27--7 count
to Goucher College. Goucher is.
one of the hottest teams in the
country, now off to their best start
in school history at 6--1. Just 1:11'
into the game the score was knot-
ted at 1-- 1; however, the Gophers
vl.'.'.z tcu n..:: IVritk
02 rl.tced 22nJ at 5:05.82.
Nicole I)t" ,;,:!) '03 anJ Karina
Co! d;,on '04 earned 15th
(2:23.10) fa.id 17th flace
(2:23.42), r ectivth in th.e 00--
muter rate.
For the iv-'-n- , James Williams
'04 gained W.H-.to- r's 1.'. host fin-
ish wi:h a t.'.'rJ rh.ee j ;mp of
22'03.75" in the lot j. j . '. p. J.icob
J..' n T1 rl xed fourth in the
I'. ' r ,' . h at 1:5 s 97 and
l' . c e in 1 1 :h in the 4';')-Pxtc- r
1 " , mce v, ah a time ( f 57.22.
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goes 0--4 to
were able to put Wooster away as
they reeled off 18-strai- ght scores.
A bright spot for the Scots has
been Colin Hartnett 03. Hartnett
was last season's runner up for
NCAC Newcomer of the Year
award. He led Wooster with two
goals and the teams lone assist
Each adding a goal apiece were
Brandon Mohr '02, Adam Price
'02, Hugh Benson '04, Sam
Brody '04 and Mike MacMaster
'04. In goal John Park 01 came
up with 15 saves for Wooster.
Two days later, the Scots found
themselves down only 7--2 at half-tim- e,
but The State University of
New York exploded in the second
half and eventually won 17-- 3.
Hartnett had all three goals for
Wooster, while MacMaster and
Mohr each registered an assist
Park had 15 saves in the loss.
Wooster wrapped up their
Florida trip with a 17-- 7 loss to
Colby College.
Hartnett and Price had two
goals apiece, while MacMaster
continued his impressive play tal-
lying a goal and an assist The
Keith Vance "04 a;:J Marc
Bryson '04 had strong throws
for the Scots, placing sixth in
the shot rut HIVAM") and
eighth in the javelin (1 50 07").
respectively.
The Florida relays were the
start of the outdoor season for
the Scot track and field loams.
The men had a stroi ;.: f.ni .h to
the indoor season, !.ici; thud
of ten teams at the NCAC
Champion ,h;ps on the wee ken. J
before spring break.
The women were sixih of
nine teams at the
Clan pionsh ; s. At the NCAA
Dii ion III C
start season.
other two Scot scores came from
Ahren Olson '03 and Tom
Canfield '04. Park had perhaps
his best game in net as he played
all 60 minutes and totaled 18
saves.
On Wednesday, Wooster lost
their fourth decision of the season
to Saint Vincent 16-- 6.
For the Scots, MacMaster and
Steve Burton '04 each had two
goal, Mohr and Andrew Fletcher
'04 also contributed a goal apiece.
"We are very young, and we
just need to come together," said
Hartnett, echoing Thomas' com-
ments.
"The young guys have had to
come in and fill in roles of guys
who left last year," he said.
Wooster's defense is almost
completely new, and it shows as
teams have been able to score on
the Scots at will.
"We did lose our whole defense
from last year," Hartnett statoL
"Freshmen have been thrown in
there, and we've had a lot of guy
changed positions from midfield
to defense."
V
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Scot baseball heats up spring break
. Thomas '02 sends the ball to
Erica Barnhill
Sports Editor
While many seniors languished
in Wooster buried in the depths of
I.S., the baseball team was taking
care of business in Florida. After
going against a solid slate of
opponents over break, the Scots
returned north with a promising
12-- 5 record.
One of the early highlights of
Wooster's trip was a 16-- 1 drub-
bing of Monmouth on March 14.
Offense was the order of the day
as 16 different Scots combined for
an 18-h- it slugfesL
a First baseman Dan Penberthy
'02 led Wooster's batsmen with
two doubles, three runs and three
RBIs. Penberthy, who made his
Wooster debut this year after two
years at Perm State-Beave- r, cur
Softball
March 31 vs. LaRoche
Baseball
March 29 vs. Otterbein
March 31 at Hiram
April 1 at Hiram
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the plate en route to a shutout.
rently leads the Scots in 10 offen-
sive categories. Currently batting
.534, Penberthy has also notched
21 RBIs, 10 doubles, a triple and
three homers. He has earned six
free passes, been hit by five pitch-
es and scored 26 runs.
. Penberthy 's team-leadi- ng per-
formance in the Monmouth game
was followed closely by DH
George Radigan's 03 two hits
(one of which cleared the fence),
two runs and three RBIs, while
left fielder Dave Wernecke '03
drove in two runs on three hits.
Third baseman Brian Stevens '03
went yard twice, and Brodie
Napaver '03 added a dinger as
well.
Wooster's pitching was also a
dominant force in the Monmouth
contest B. J. Thomas '02 threw
Women's Tennis
March 30 vs. Baldwin-Wallac-e
March 31 vs. Wittenberg
April 3 vs. Denison
six shutout innings on two hits
and struck out four en route to the
victory, while Mark Parrish '04
struck out three and walked one in
his one-h- it seventh.
The Scots swept all three of
their doubleheaders, including a
3-- 0 shutout in the second half of a
daytime pair against Manchester.
Matt Englander '02 hurled a com-
plete game, allowing five hits,
walking one and striking out six.
Englander faced only 29 batters in
improving to a perfect 3--0 at that
point in the season; his record is
now 4-- 0. Over the course of the
spring trip, he compiled a team-leadi- ng
1.31 ERA and struck out
17 batters in 20.2 innings.
Throughout their 17 games in
the south, Wooster outscored their
opponents 149-7- 5. In eight of
those games, Wooster scored in .
the double digits, while they
outscored their opponents by
more than 10 in three games. In
fact, Wooster's bats are so hot that
seven of the team's regular
starters Penberthy, Wernecke,
Jared Treadway '02, Matt Miller
'04, Bill Daugherty '02 and
Radigan are hitting above 300.
On the strength of their early .
season performance, the Scots are
now ranked 22nd in the ABCA
Division III poll. The Scots share
space on the list with NCAC
rivals and perennial powers
Allegheny (ranked fourth) and
Ohio Wesleyan (ninth).
Yesterday, the Scots celebrated
their return to the frigid north by
freezing out visiting John Carroll
5-- 0. Four Wooster pitchers
chipped in on the shutout effort.
The victory takes the Scots'
record to 13-- 5 on the campaign.
Wooster will host Otterbein
today (3:30 p.m.) before traveling
to Hiram for a Saturday double-head- er
to open up their NCAC
schedule.
Men's Lacrosse
March 31 at Kenyon
April 4 at Oberlin
Women's Lacrosse
March 31 vs. Medaille
April 3 vs. Allegheny
Editors: Erica Barnhill Ben Mitchell
Den Mttculll -
Sports Editor
After losing its first three
contests of the year by a com-
bined seven goals, the Wooster
women's lacrosse team got their
first win yesterday z.'!::r - n t.t
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Men's Tennis
March 29 at Ohio Northern
March 31 vs. Wittenberg
April 3 vs Ohio Wesleyan
being held scoreless in her f.rst
collegiate contest.
"All of the freshmen have
really stepped up and helped us
out a lot," said Memminger.
Adding two goals apiece in
the loss were Esher and
IIer.-.rr.:r?e- r. KeraaJy scored
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Golf
March 29-3- 0 Muskingum
Invitational
Track
March 31 Wooster
Invitational
